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Abstract 
We propose a novel rigorous approach for the analysis of the Linsker's unsupervised Heb- 
bian learning network. The behavior of this model is determined by the underl~ing nonlinear 
dynamics that are parameterized by a set of parameters originating from the Hebbian rule and 
the arbor density of the synapses. These parameters determine the presence or absence of a 
specilic receptive field (also referred to as a 'connection pattern') as a saturated fixed point 
attractor of the model. In this paper, we perform a qualitative analysis of the underlying non- 
linear dynamics over the parameter space, determine the effects of the system parameters on 
the emergence of various receptive fields, and provide a rigorous criterion for the parameter 
regime in which the network will have the potential to  develop a specially designated connection 
pattern. In particular, this approach analytically demonstrates, for the first time, the crucial 
role played by the synaptic arbor density. For example, our analytic predictions indicate that 
no st]-uctured connection pattern can emerge in a Linsker's network that is fully feedforward 
connected without localized synaptic arbor density. On the other hand, we also show that if 
the synaptic density functions are appropriately chosen, then any kind of connection pattern 
may emerge. Our general theorems lead to a complete and precise picture of the parameter 
space that defines the relationships among the different receptive fields, and yielcl a method to 
predict whether a given connection pattern will emerge under a given set of parameters with- 
out running a numerical simulation of the model. The theoretical results are col.roborated by 
our e.uamples (including center-surround and certain oriented receptive fields), and match key 
observations reported in Linsker's numerical simulation. The rigorous approach  resented here 
provides a unified treatment of many diverse problems about the dynamical mechanism of the 
model, and applies not only to the Linsker's network but also to other related self-organization 
models about neural development. 
vii 
. . . 
Vlll  
1 Introduction 
For the purpose of understanding the self-organization mechanism of primary visual system, Linsker 
has proposed a multilayered unsupervised Hebbian learning network with random uncorrelated 
inputs and localized arborization of synapses between adjacent layers [20]. The simulation results 
reported in [20, 21, 221 have shown that for a p p r o p r i a t e  parameter regimes, several structured 
connection patterns (e.g., center-surround and oriented receptive fields) occur progressively as the 
Hebbian evolution of the weights is carried out layer by layer. 
In addition to exhibiting some of the major features of early neural development in visual 
system, th'? significance of the Linsker's developmental model lies in the simplicity of the basic 
factors that the model is based on: 
1. Hebbian learning rule for the evolution of the synaptic connection strengths. From a physics 
perspective, the Hebbian rule represents the mechanism for self-amplification of fluctuations 
in th 1s self-organization model [27]. 
2. Constraints on the magnitude of the synaptic connection strengths; the imposition of these 
constraints introduces the nonlinearity into the model. Again, from a physics perspective 
[27], these constraints provide the competition mechanism among fluctuations due to the 
limitdion of resources. 
3.  The localized arborization of synapses between adjacent layers. Thus, this model applies to 
the formation of afferent receptive fields (aRFs) [27]. As observed in [ f ' O ,  21, 221, and as 
rigorously shown in this paper, this factor plays a crucial role in the emergence of structured 
aRFc . 
The behavior of the Linsker's model is determined by the underlying nonlinear dynamics that are 
parameterized by a set of parameters originating from the Hebbian rule and the arbor density of 
the synapses The simulation results in [20, 21, 221 show that different aRFs emerge under different 
sets of parameters; that is, for the same layer one can obtain different aRFs by varying the model 
parameters. 
The purpose of this paper is to  gain more insights into the dynamical mechailism of this multi- 
layered Hel~bian learning network by performing a rigorous analysis on its parameter space without 
any appro:timation. That is, our goal is to reveal the effects of the system parameters on the 
developmelit of aRFs, and to  characterize p r e c i s e l y  within which parameter regime the network 
will have the potential to  develop a specially designated aRF. The novel rigorous approach pre- 
sented here applies not only to  the Linsker-type Hebbian learning model but also to other related 
self-organization models about neural development (see Section 5 for further discussions). 
1.1 For:mulation Of The Linsker's Developmental Model 
The Linsker's network is essentially a feed-forward neural network in which neurons are arranged in 
layers lettered from A to B, C, D etc., and synaptic strengths are modified according to the Hebbian 
rule until they arrive at boundary (see Fig. 1). In the Linsker's network, each cell in the present 
layer M receives synaptic inputs from a number of cells in the preceding layer L .  The density of 
these synaptic connections decreases monotonically with distance from the point underlying the 
'Abbreviation: aRF, afferent receptive field. 
M-cell's position. More precisely, assume that  <,(i) is the activity of the i-th neuron in layer 
L = (1, ., Nc) a t  time r, where 1 < i 5 Nc, and q,(k) is the activity of the 5-th neuron in the 
next layer M = (1, . . . , NM) a t  time r .  Then, vT(k), 1 < k < NM is a linear weighted sum of the 
inputs [,(i)'s: 
where w,(l:, i) is the connection strength between the i-th L-cell and the k-th M-cell a t  time r, 
r( . ,  .) is a non-negative synaptic density function ( S D F ) ~  that  satisfies 
and a1 is 3 constant. Thus each M-cell (e.g., the k-th M-cell here) has a bundle of synaptic 
connect i~n~s  with a number of L-cells through a weight vector or a connection l ~ a t t e r n  w,(k, .) = 
{w,(k, i) ,  i E L ) ,  where i is numbered as shown in Fig. 1. 
For the development process of w,(k, i),  the Hebb-type learning rule is used: 
where a3 :. 0 is the step size of Hebbian learning, and a2, a4, and a5 are all constants. Since the 
synaptic ~ t ~ r e n g t h s  change on a long time scale compared to  the variation of random inputs, by 
averaging the Hebbian rule over the ensemble of input activities in layer L ,  the diynamical equation 
for the development of the synaptic strength w,(k, i) between the k-th M-cell and the i-th L-cell 
a t  time r i,s 
NL 
(W,+I (~ ,  i)) = (w,(k, i)) + CI + CIQ: + k ~ I r ( k ,  j ) (u , (k , j ) ) ,  
j=1 
(3) 
where (.) represents the average over the ensemble of activity patterns <,(i) in layer L ,  and kl, k2 
are system parameters that  are particular combinations of the constants of the IHebbian rule: 
Here (<,(i)) is a constant independent of i and r ,  and the covariance matrix 
of layer L describes the correlation of activities of the i-th and the j-th L-cells. Actually, the 
covariance matrix of each layer is determined by SDFs r( . ,  .)'s of all preceding layers, and it is 
independent of r as well. 
By Periron-Frobenius theorem [37], we know that  under certain conditions, (w,(k, i)) will simply 
increase (or decrease) to  positive (or negative) infinity or zero for the linear dynamics defined by 
'AbbrevizLtion: SDF, synaptic density function. 
31n the Linsker's network, it is assumed that  the input signal a t  the first layer ( A )  is random, spontaneous, 
and spatially uncorrelated, i.e., {<$( i ) ,  i = 1, ..., Nd} N Af(0,  C ) ,  C  = { a i j } ,  a;, = 0 for i  # j and = 1 for i = j ,  
i ,  j = 1, ..., Ard. The  development process of connection strengths is run layer by layer, one layer a t  a time, so this 
assumption is readily verified. 
k-th C-cell 
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9-Grid Radius 
Figure 1: An illustration of the Linsker's network. (a) The  first three layers of the Linsker's network. Each 
neuron in each layer receives synaptic inputs from a number of cells in the preceding layer. The  density 
of synapses accepted by a n  M-cell decreases monotonically with a range rM from the  site underlying the 
M-cell's position. (b) T h e  density of synapses received by a n  M-cell has a range r ~ .  For a Gaussian SDF 
Ij - kI2 
r C M ( j ,  k )  -, e ~ p ( - - ~ ) ,  -- j E L, k E M, the range r~ is its standard deviation. ( c )  In our examples, 
' M  
each neuron is assumed to  be on a grid site, and receives synaptic inputs from 253 sites within a circle with 
grid radius '3 in the  preceding layer. (d) The  grid sites are numbered in the  order as shwwn. This n~im.bering 
scheme tra.rsforms a two-dimensional syna.ptic connection pattern into a one-dimension.al weight vector. 
equation ( 3 ) .  One can show [ll] that  if equation (2) is regarded as a random perturbation of 
equation (3) ,  then the underlying random variable w,(k, i) will also become unbounded. To avoid 
the unbou~tdedness of (w,(k, i ) ) ,  upper and lower bounds for synaptic strengths in equation (3) are 
added in I,inskerls simulation, i.e., -wmax 5 (w,(k, i)) < wma,, where wmax > 0. Therefore, we 
could rewrite the dynamical equation in (3) as follows: 
where we have omitted the argument k which denotes the k-th M-cell, and have denoted (w,(i)) 
as w,(i) for the simplicity of notation. Here f (-) is a limiter function defined by 
Wmax 1 if X > Wmaz 
if 1x1 2 Wmax 
-Wmaxl  if X < -Wmaxa 
Remark 3. (a) From the procedures of our proofs, one can verify that  the results of this paper are 
still valid for the case where f (.) is defined as: f (x) = nEn.f, if x > nEM; = x, if nEM-1 5 x 5 nEM; 
= nEM - 1 ,  if x < nEM - 1 for 0 < nEM < 1, which is the nonlinear function used in Linsker's 
simulations [20]. 
(b) The SDF is explicitly incorporated into the dynamics (5) which is equivalent t o  
the Linskel:'~ formulation. A rigorous explanation for this equivalence is given in Section 3.2 and 
Appendix .4 in [25]. 
1.2 Qualitative Analysis Of Nonlinear System And aRFs 
In fact, the Linsker's model is a system of first-order nonlinear difference equations, taking the form 
NL 
where h ; (~) , ,  kl,  k2) = kl + C[Q$ + k2]r(j)wT(j), and wr = {w,(j), j = 1, ..., Ncj. The aRFs 
j=1 
observed in Linsker's simulations are the saturated fixed point attractors (as defined later on) of 
this parameterized nonlinear system. As a first step, one is concerned mainly with the generic 
properties of the set of fixed points of the mapping (6), rather than the detaills of the transient 
process of the dynamics. Toward this end, we use the theory of qualitative anar'ysis, and describe 
how the set of aRFs in Linsker-type networks can be completely characterizecl by performing a 
qualitative analysis of the system in (6). We next discuss several concepts related with fixed points 
in non1inea.r systems. 
The limiter function f (.) defines a hypercube fl = [-wmax, w,,,]~L in the state space % N ~  and, 
therefore, {,he weight vector w, = {w,(i), i E L) E S2 C % N ~ .  The hypercube fl is a closed convex 
set, i.e., a compact set on sNL. Therefore, the equations (6) define a mapping from the compact 
set S2 into itself. On the other hand, it is well-known that  a fixed point or an eguilibrium state of 
equation (6) satisfies 
~ r ( i )  = f [ ~ r ( i )  + hi(wr1 kl, k2)I. (7) 
So we next show, using Brouwer's fixed point theorem [17], that the equation (7) has at  least one 
solution. 
Lemma 1 T h e r e  ex is t s  a t  least  one so lu t ion  of t he  equation 
where  v = {v(j)!  j = 1, ..., NL) E R. 
Proof: Note that  S2 = [-w,,,, w,,,]~L C % N ~  is a closed convex set on % N ~ .  Define a mapping 
F ( v )  : R -+ R by 
for v E R. From the definition of the limiter function f ,  we know F is a continuous mapping. Now, 
the proof of the lemma follows from the Brouwer's fixed point theorem [17], i.e., if F is a continuous 
mapping of a closed convex set R in itself, then there is a t  least one fixed point for the mapping F 
on R. 
A fixed point is called a stable fixed point  or a fixed point  a t t rac tor  of the system (6) if there 
exists a neighborhood of the fixed point in the state space such that  if the system starts at  any 
state in the neighborhood, then it will finally be attracted t o  the fixed point. A relevant concept is 
the at t rac t ive  basin of a steady state. The basin of attraction of a fixed point is the set of all initial 
conditions in the state space that makes the trajectories of the dynamics (6) tend towards this fixed 
point attractor as r + m. We denote the set of all extreme points or vertices of the hypercube R 
as V(R) = {-w,,,, w , , , ) ~ ~ .  A fixed point w is called a saturated fixed point  if w E Lr(R) as well. 
And finally, an  aRF is a saturated fixed point a t t rac tor  of equation (6) 4 .  
Among the primary properties of a nonlinear system, the coexistence pher~omenon makes it 
distinct from a linear system. It is well known that for a linear system, the entire state space 
is the a t t r x t i v e  basin of the eigenvector with the largest eigenvalue. But as rnight be expected 
for a nonlinear dynamical system, usually, there coexist several attractors in equation (6) for the 
same set af the system parameters. That  is, for a given set of the parameters, the state space 
comprises several attractive basins, each corresponding to  an attractor (not r~ecessarily a fixed 
point). The  initial condition determines which attractor will be eventually reached. At the same 
time, a parameterized nonlinear system (e.g., the system in (6)) could have different groups of 
coexisting attractors for different sets of system parameters. That  is, one could make the presence 
or absence of a specific state as a fixed point attractor by varying the set of the parameters. For a 
developmental model like the Linsker's network, it is expected that  the different al tFs should emerge 
under different sets of parameters and should be relatively insensitive to the initial conditions. In 
other words, the dynamics should avoid the coexistence of several attractors in an appropriate way. 
In Linsker's work [20], this was achieved through the careful selection of parameters made possible 
by extensive simulations. 
The task for theoretical work about this nonlinear system is to  reveal its intrinsic properties in 
such a wajr that  one could precisely predict the relationships between the different sets of system 
parameters and the corresponding fixed point attractors. In [25, 261, MacKay a i ~ d  Miller provided 
a linearization approach to this task by assuming that  the principal features of the dynamics are 
- 
41n this paper, we mainly consider saturated fixed point at,t,ractors of equation (6), which are observed in Linsker's 
numerical sirnulat.ions and studied theoretically in [20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 421. Moreover, i t  is more likely that  only 
this kind of :steady s tate  makes sense for modeling the biological development of sensory systerns. 
established before the weight boundaries are reached. Since within the hypercube 0 the dynamics 
is dominated by the linear system 
the short-time evolution of weight vectors can be fully characterized in terms of the properties of 
the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the above linear system [25, 261. With this approach, a number 
of informative results that explain Linsker's simulations (for example, the general spectrum of 
eigenvalues and the four principal parameter regimes) have been obtained. But as it has been 
already pointed out in [25, 261, this method of stability analysis is not suitable for the long-time 
evolution c f  equation (6): clearly, as the first largest component of wr reaches saturation, the system 
is no longer linear. Moreover, as pointed out in [25, 261, the estimates of the division of parameter 
regimes obtained from a linear analysis may be in error. Therefore, we propose a totally different 
approach by turning back to  the very beginning point of a qualitative analysis of the nonlinear 
system without making any approximation. It turns out to  be a general framework for analyzing 
systems that can be described as in (6) (see Section 5.3), and provides a precise picture of the 
division of parameter regimes, and makes comprehensive predictions about the system behaviors. 
1.3 Surnmary Of Our Approach 
It is well known that in general it is intractable to  completely characterize the behavior of a 
nonlinear tlynamics. The difficulties lie in both determining the set of terminal attractors, as well 
as, in characterizing their basins of attraction in the state space. For some ca.ses, however, it is 
relatively easy to derive a necessary and sufficient condition to check whether a given state is a fixed 
point of the dynamics. In terms of this condition, the whole parameter regime for the emergence 
of a fixed point of the dynamics may be obtained in the parameter space. If we are further able to 
prove the stability of the fixed point, then we can assert the occurrence of this fixed point attractor 
in that parameter regime. For the Linsker's network, fortunately, the above idea can be carried out 
because of the specific form of the nonlinear function f( .) .  
Basically, given a parameterized dynamical system, a rigorous analysis of its set of fixed points 
involves addressing the following issues: 
1. For any given set of the parameters, what are the characteristics of the whole set of fixed 
poini;~? What are the characteristics of the stable fixed points? 
2. Given a fixed point, what is the regime in the parameter space that makes it a stable fixed 
point? 
3. The preceding two issues imply that in general, for any given set of the parameters, several 
fixed points might coexist, i.e., in the parameter space, the regimes over wlnich different fixed 
poin1;s are stable might overlap. Thus, a relevant question is: 
What is the complete and precise picture of the parameter space that defines the relationships 
among different fixed point attractors? 
To address the above issues, the structure of the paper is as follows: 
1. In Section 2, we present basic theorems for determining the whole set of saturated fixed point 
attra,ctors of the system in (6) and prove their stability. These general theorems are suitable 
for any difference equation of the type stated in (6) that uses a limiter function, and are not 
dependent on the structure of the second item, hi(w,). 
In Section 3, based on the basic results in Section 2, a necessary and sufficient condition is 
derived to  determine whether a given aRF will emerge. We show that  for any given set of 
SDF:; (i.e., r(.) 's),  the stable parameter regime for a structured aRF is a band between two 
parallel lines in the parameter subspace of (k1, k2). These results lead t o  a general picture of 
principal parameter regimes and an important conclusion: Between any t~wo adjacent layers 
in the Linsker's network, the existence of a parameter regime for the occurrence of an aRF is 
determined by the SDFs of all preceding layers and the layer under consideration, and not  by 
the other two system parameters kl ,  k2. That  is, the relative ranges of the SDFs determine the 
set of aRFs with stable regimes in the (kl ,  k2) subspace, and the choice of ( k l ,  k2) determines 
k1 the specific aRF (with average synaptic strength approximately equal to -- (as observed in 
k2 
[20]):1 that  would emerge. The conclusions of Sections 2 and 3 are general and can be applied 
t o  every layer of the Linsker's network. 
In Section 4, we confine ourselves to  synaptic connections between the second layer and the 
third layer of the Linsker's network. Some of the results we present include: 
(a) In Section 4.2, we first provide the stable parameter regimes for the all-excitatory and 
the all-inhibitory aRFs. 
(b) In Section 4.3, we give analytic predictions about the influence of the SDF's ranges (ra 
and rc) on the dynamics by changing r a  from the smallest extreme to  the largest one 
with respect to  rc. If the synaptic connections from layer B to  C are fully feedforward 
connected with constant density and those from A to  B are concentrated enough, then 
we show that  any kind of connection pattern has a stable parameter regime and emerges 
under certain parameters. As r a  is changed from the smallest to  the largest extreme, the 
development of synaptic connections between layers B and C will depend on each other 
stronger and stronger in the sense that  most connections have the same sign as their 
neighbors in an aRF. So for the largest extreme of r a  (i.e., the weights from layer A to  
B are fully feedforward connected with constant density but there ir; no constraint on 
the SDF rBC(.)), no structured aRFs (except for the all-excitatory ancl the all-inhibitory 
connection patterns) will emerge, although there exist correlation in input activities. The 
second extreme case indicates that  the structured aRFs cannot emerge in a Linsker's 
network that  is fully feedforward connected without localized SDFs. 
(c) In Section 4.4 and Appendix B, we apply our general theorems and work out specific 
examples to  determine the explicit regime of the family of parameter:; (including k l ,  k2, 
and the ranges of SDFs) for the occurrence of center-surround cells and other oriented 
aRFs. This enables us to obtain the complete and precise picture about the distribution 
and relationships of principal parameter regimes for the various aRFs. For example, 
we show that  there exist different critical values (or thresholds) of the range of SDF 
for various aRFs above which those aRFs cannot be observed as terminal attractors, 
whatever the initial conditions are. Our results match Linsker's si!mulations (see for 
example, Fig. lo ) ,  give accurate explanations of the system behaviors, and provide a 
method to  predict whether a specific connection pattern will emerge under a given set 
of parameters without running a dynamical simulation of the model. 
4. In Section 5, we summarize the important role played by the localized syna,ptic arbor density 
in the development of aRFs, expound on the applicability of the general framework presented 
here to analyzing other kinds of self-organization models, and discuss the Linsker's network 
from a biological perspective. 
5. In Appendix A, we discuss the transform relationship between the difference equation (6) we 
have studied and its continuous time case. It turns out that all results for fixed points of the 
discrete time equation (6) are true for the corresponding continuous time -version. 
2 General Theorems About Fixed Points And Their Stability 
The key observation in this approach is fairly direct and simple, and is based on the special form 
of the nonlinear function f ( . ) .  
1. If a connection pattern w is a solution of the fixed point equation (7) ancl h;(w, kl, k2) # 0, 
then we have 
I 4 )  + h;(w, kl, k2) I >  wmaz. 
So w(i) must have the same sign as  h;(w, kl, k2), i.e., 
NL 
w(i)hi(w, ki, k2) = w(i){k~ + C[Q$ + k,]r(j)w (j)} > 0. 
j=1 
(8) 
This gives a condition for checking whether a given connection pattern is a saturated fixed 
point, of the equation (6). 
2. Whenever for some i, if hi(w, kl, k2) becomes zero before w(i) reaches saturation, then w(i) 
will stay invariant a t  this iterating step. Clearly, this observation shows tihat there exists a 
possibility of getting an unsaturated fixed point. But this is a very special case that  is of no 
interest in this developmental model (refer t o  Lemma 2 and Linsker's simnlations). 
Next we state one of the general theorems of this paper which makes the above ideas precise. 
Moreover, we assert that  a connection pattern satisfying the above inequality (8)  is an attractor of 
the equation (6). Before further development, we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 2 If 
1. lim u, exists (denote w = lim w,), and 
,--roo 7'00 
NL 
2. for i = I ,  . . . , NL , hi(w, kl, k2) = kl + C[Q$ + kz]r(j)w(j) # 0 , 
j=1 
then 3 7 such that for all T > 7 
w, = w and w E V(f2). 
NL 
Proof: Since hi(w , kl,  kz) = kl + C[Q$ + kz]r(j)w ( j )  # 0, for i = 1, - . , N,:, we observe that 
j=1 
there exists a neighborhood 6;(w) of w such that for all y E 6;(w), 
NL 
is definite1,y positive or negative. Denote 6(w) = n 6;(w), then we have 
i=l 
a = min inf Ih;(y,kl,k2)l > 0. 
Y E ~ ( W )  
On the other hand, the existence of the limit lim w, implies that 3 7' with the property that, as 
r+03 
T > 7' 
w, E 6(w). 
For a fixed i, without loss of generality, we assume that 
2wrnax def Hence, for all T > 7' + [-I + 1 = 7, we obtain 
a 
w )  = 1 ( i )  and w,(i) = w,,. 
7-03 
Therefore, we assert that w = w, and w E {-w,,,, w,,,)~L = V(fl). 
Remark :2 The set of all fixed points of the equation (6) can be divided into two subsets: (1) 
the set of all saturated fixed points, and (2) the set of unsaturated fixed points satisfying the 
following condition 
NL 
3i  E L such that hi(w, kl, k2) = k1 + C [ Q $  + kl]r(j)w(j) = 0. 
j=1 
(9) 
Therefore, those unsaturated fixed points in equation (6) are only some specia,l cases, compared 
with the general case hi(w, kl ,  k2) # 0. Moreover, notice that for the set of all saturated fixed 
points, the set of parameters (kl, k2) satisfying the above condition (9) is a union of finitely many 
lines, therefore it is a set with measure zero. Without loss of generality, in this paper we only 
consider the saturated fixed point attractors which are observed in Linsker's siniulations. 
With the above lemma in hand we can claim the following basic theorem. 
Theorem 1 T h e  whole set of saiuratedfixed poinls (.sFP) o f t h e  dynamics i n  equadion (6) i s  given 
b y 
f l s ~ p  = {W I w(i)h;(w, kl, k2) > 0, 1 5 i 5 NL), and w E V(fl), 
NL 
where hi(u, k l ,  k2) = k l  + C [ Q $  + kl]r(j)w(j). 
j=1 
Proof: In terms of Lemma 2, we see that for all r > 7, 
and w,(i) E {-urn,,, wma,). SO because of the special form of the nonlinear function f ( . ) ,  The 
whole set of saturated fixed points of the dynamics in equation (6) should satisfy 
The proof of the relation 
is trivial. Then the characteristics of the whole set of saturated fixed points of equation (6) is 
Without loss of generality, we assume from now on that w,, = 1, i.e., we consider the equation 
(6) with the weight state space R = [-I, 1 . l N ~  and the set of vertices V(R) = {-.I, 
For an w E RsFP, let B(w) be the attractive basin of w defined by 
B(w) = {C I C E R = [-I, l ] N L , ~ T = O   C,  and lim w, = w ) .  
7'00 
Hence, if GI, starts at a state C in B(w) when r = 0, then w, will be attracted to w .  It is natural 
to  ask whether every w E RsFP is stable, in other words, whether there exists a iieighborhood o(w) 
(an open ball with center at w )  of w E RsFp such that o(w) C B(w). 
Theorem 2 Vw E RsFP, there exists a nonempty neighborhood o(w) ofw satisfying o(w) C B(w). 
Proof: In fact, combining Lemma 2 and Theorem 1, we assert that if we take o(w) = S(w), 
defined in the procedure of the proof of Lemma 2 , then the result follows. 
Theorem 2 claims that as long as the dynamical system (6) starts at a state in the vicinity 
of an w E QsFP, then it will finally stop at w within finite time. That is, the saturated fixed 
points w E: QsFP are all attractors under certain conditions related with the choices of system 
parameter!; (that will be addressed later). The characteristics of the whole set of saturated fixed 
point attractors (denoted as RsFPA) are exactly as same as the one of RsFP stated in Theorem 1, 
i.e., 
f i s ~ ~ ~  = Q s ~ p  = {W I ~ ( i ) h i ( ~ ,  k1, k2) > 0, 1 5 i _< N C ) ,  and w E V(R), (10) 
ArL 
where hi(&,, k l ,  kz) = k1 + C[Q$ + k2]r(j)w(j). 
j=1 

3 The Criterion For The Division Of Parameter Regimes For 
The Occurrence Of Attractors 
We next derive an  explicit necessary and sufficient condition for the emergence of various aRFs, 
i.e., we derive conditions to  determine whether a given w belongs to asFPA. Using this condition, 
we can obtain, without referring to  the equation (6) itself, the whole parameter regime of (k l ,  k2) in 
which a given connection pattern will be an attractor of the equation (6). Our examples in Section 
4.4 and Appendix B fully explain this point. 
3.1 The Necessary And Sufficient Condition For The Emergence Of aRFs 
Definition 1 For any w E V ( a ) ,  define J+(w) = { i  ( w(i) = 1) as the index set of cells a t  layer L 
with excitakory weight for a connection pattern w between layers M and L ,  and J-(w) = {i 1 w(i) = 
-1) as the index set of L-cells with inhibitory weight for w. (see Fig. 11) 
Note from the property of saturated fixed point attractors (see Theorem 1) that  a connection 
pattern w i.s an attractor of the equation (6) if and only if we have for all i  = 1, ..., N,P, 
For all i E J+(w),  the above inequality reduces to  (by the definition of J+(w)  arid J-(w)) 
Equivalently, 
The above inequality is satisfied for all i in J+(w),  and the left hand side is independent of i .  
Taking maximum over the set i E J+(w) on both sides of this inequality, we thus obtain 
On the other hand, for i E J-(w), we can similarly deduce that  
$1 + k2[ C j -  C ( j )  Z E  m i n  J - ( w )  [ C Q -  C Q$r(j)l.  (15) 
j ~  J +  ( w )  j E J -  ( w )  3 E J - ( w )  j ~  J + ( w )  
Definition 2 We define the slope funciion: 
c(w) gf 1 ( j )  - C r ( j )  
j ~  J + ( w )  j ~  J - ( w )  
which is tlie difference of sums of the SDF r ( - )  over J+(w)  and J-(w),  and is also the average 
synaptic sirength of the connection pattern w ; 
and two k1 -intercept functions: 
max ( x Q ~ )  - x &$r(j)) .  if Jt(w) # 0 
i~ J+ ( w )  
3 E J - ( w )  j  E J+ ( w )  
and 
min ( x Q ~ )  - x Q$r(j)) ,  if J-(w) # 0 
def / i t J - ( w )  . d 2 ( ~ >  = J E J - ( w )  j ~  J + ( w )  
The def nition of the slope function c(w ) implies that  it only depends on the SDF r ( - )  between the 
two succes:;ive layers under consideration and does not relate to  SDFs r(.)'s of tlie other preceding 
layers. Two kl-intercept functions dl(w) and d2(w) embody the dependence of equation (6) on the 
covariance matrix Q C of the preceding layer, and the SDF r( - )  of the layer under consideration (i.e., 
layer M). Therefore, these two kl-intercept functions are determined by the SDFs of all preceding 
layers and the present layer. The reason to  call them as the slope function and the kl-intercept 
functions is made clear in the following theorem, which gives the new rigorous criterion for the 
division of stable parameter regimes to  ensure the emergence of various aRFs. 
Theorem 3 For every layer of the Linsker's network, a connection pattern w is a saturated fixed 
point attractor of equation (6)  if and only if 
d2(w) > ki + c(w)k2 > dl (w). (16) 
Hence, if a!2(w) < dl(w), then the aRF w is not an attractor of equation (6). 
Proof: As derived in equations (11) - (15), a connection pattern w is an attractor of the equation 
(6) iff for i E J+(w):  
lei + k2 x ~ ( j )  + x &$r(j)  > k2 x r ( j )  + &$r(j) ,  
jE J + ( w )  jE J+ ( w )  jE J - ( w )  j E J - ( w )  
and for i E J-(w) 
k1+k2  x r ( j ) +  x Q $ r ( j ) < k 2  x r ( j ) +  x &$r(j) .  
j ~  J+ ( w )  j t  J+ ( w )  ~ E J - ( w )  j t J - ( w )  
Now, the result of the theorem follows directly from the definitions of c(w), d l (u) ,  and d2(w). 0 
The  above theorem shows that  for any given set of SDFs, the parameter regime of (kl, k2) to  
ensure that  a structured aRF w is an attractor of equation (6) is a band between two parallel lines 
k1 + c(w)kz > dl(w) and k1 + c(w)k2 < dz(w) (see Regime E and Regime F in Fig. 2). Note that  if 
dl(w) > d2(w), then there is no regime of (kl, k2) for the occurrence of that  aRF' w as an attractor 
of equatiorl (6). Therefore, between any two given layers in the Linsker's network, the existence of 
a structured aRF w as an  attractor of equation (6) is determined by kl-intercept functions dl(.) 
and d2(.) ,  and therefore by the SDFs r(.)'s of all preceding layers and the preseint layer. 
Figure 2: T h e  parameter regime of (k1, kz), in which w is a saturated fixed point attractor of equation (6) .  
T h e  regimes with grey texture is determined by dl(w) < kl + c(w)kz < d2(w). (a) The case (Regime E) 
with a positive slope function (i.e., with a positive average synaptic strength). For example, the ON-center 
a R F  with a large central excitatory region or the OFF-center a R F  with a small inhibitory central region. 
(b) T h e  case (Regime F) with a negative slope function (i.e., with a negative average synaptic strength). 
For example, the OFF-center aRF with a large central inhibitory region or the ON-center a R F  with a small 
excitatory central region. 
Remark II Since r( .)  is normalized, the width of the band [d2(w) - dl(w)] is narrow usually for an 
individual connection pattern w. Hence, we have the following approximate relationship between 
two main system parameters kl, k2 and the average synaptic strength g of a stable connection 
pattern 
- kl def C(W) = g, 
k2 
a relationship observed empirically by Linsker's simulations. Therefore, our analysis provides an 
- kl exp1anatio:n of why is a good approximation of the mature g value. Moreover, it also shows 
k2 
-k1 that  the difference between g and  originates from the SDFs r(-)'s. 
k2 
Unlike for any other aRF,  there always exists a stable parameter regime for the all-excitatory 
and the a1:-inhibitory connection patterns. We denote the kl-intercept function dl(w) for the all- 
excitatory a R F  as dl(+) and d2(w) for the all-inhibitory aRF as d2(-) respectively. From the 
above theorem and the definition of kl-intercept functions, the all-excitatory alRF is an attractor 
of equatiori (6) when k1 + k2 > dl(+), and so is the all-inhibitory aRF when k1 - kz < d2(-) (see 
Regime A and Regime B in Fig. 3). Thus the parameter plane of (kl, k2) is divide13 into four regimes 
by these two criteria, in which the regime determined by dl(+) < kl + k2 and kl -- k2 < d2(-) is the 
coexistence: regime of all-excitatory and all-inhibitory connection patterns (see Regime C in Fig. 
3).  Although the absolute values of dl(+) and d2(-) may change from layer to  layer, the division 
of the paritmeter regimes shown in Fig. 3 remains invariant. As an example o l  evaluating dl(+) 
and d2(-), we show the case from layer l3 t o  C in Theorem 4 in Section 4.2. 




Figure 3: Parameter regimes in the (kl ,  k2) subspace for the emergence of all-escitator:y (light grey texture 
regime A) and all-inhibitory (middle grey regime B) connection patterns. The dark grey regime (Regime C) 
is the coexistence regime for both all-escitatory and all-inhibitory connection patterns. The fourth regime 
without any texture (i.e., Regime D) is where neither the all-excitatory nor the all-inhibitory connection 
patterns art. stable. Linsker's simulation results on the emergence of structured aRFs are obtained in Regime 
D. 
3.2 The General Principal Parameter Regimes 
TYPE PARAMETER REGIME ATTRACTOR 
Regime A kl + k2 > dl(+)  All-excitatory connection pattern 
(FG. 3(a)) (approximately $L < I )  
Regime B k~ - kz < dz(-) All-inhibitory connection pattern 
(Fig. 3 P ) )  (approximately 3 > -1)  
Regime C=;AnB kl + kz > dl(+)  and All-excitatory and all-inhibitory aRFs coexist 
(Fig. 3(c)) kl - kz < d2(-) 
Regime D=:(A U B)' kl + kz < dl(+) and The structured aRFs may have separate parameter 
(Fig. 3(c)) kl - kz > dz(-) regimes 
Regime E d 2 ( 4  > kl + C ( W ) ~ Z  > dl(w) Any aRF  in which the excitatory connections 
(Fig. 2(a)) where c(w) > 0 constitute the majority (e.g., the ON-center cell 
with large excitatory center rad iu ;~  T,,,, or 
the OFF-center cell with small inlxibitory T,,,,) 
Regime F dz(w) > kl + c(w)kz > dl(w) Any aRF  in which the inhibitory connections 
(Fig. 2(b)) where c(w) < 0 constitute the majority (e.g., the ON-center cell 
with small excitatory TGOT, or the OFF-center 
cell with large inhibitory T,,,,) 
Regime G = dz(wl) > kl + c(wl)kz > dl(wl)  A small coexistence regime of many aRFs around 
E n F n A n E  ...... the origin point of the parameter plane of (kl , kz) 
(Fig. 4) dz(wU) > kl + c(wp)kz > dl(wP) 
Regime H = dz (w) > kl + c(w)kz > dl (w) many aRFs with c(w) 0 coexist 
E or F with c(w) x 0 where c(w) x 0 
Table 1: The General Principal Parameter Regimes 
Figure 4: The  general principal parameter regimes for every layer in the Linsker's network (also see Table 1). 
Notice that  there exists a coexistence regime (Regime G) of many connection patterns around t,he origin point of the 
parameter plane of (k l ,  kz). Regime H covering the axis kz is slightly complicated as well, since any kind of structured 
aRF  with average synaptic strength near zero may have a stable parameter regime in the sense as shown in Appendix 
B. As an exa.mple here, the  bands correspond t o  ON-center aRFs with different rcore when 1-c = 10 and Ta = 1. For 
other kinds c ~ f  aRFs, the picture of principal parameter regimes is similar (refer to  Theorem 5 ,  i.e., if the SDF from 8 
t.o C is flat but the SDF from A t.o f? is concentrated enough, then any kind of aRF has a stable parameter regime). 
In general, one would like to  ask the following questions concerning the relationships between the 
different parameter regimes and the corresponding aRFs: 
1. What is the complete and precise picture of the parameter regimes for various aRFs? 
2. What does the relative stability of various aRFs mean in the context of critical values of 
pararr~eters? 
3. Based on the answers to  the above two issues, what is the appropriate way to ensure the 
emergence of a specially designated aRF? 
To address the above questions, we summerize the principal parameter regimes from our general 
theorems applicable to all layers in Table 1 and Figure 4, and make the following; observations: 
1. Regime A, B, and C (i.e., when kl + k2 > dl(+) and/or kl - kL < d2(-)) are dominated 
by the all-excitatory and the all-inhibitory aRFs. There exists a small regime (i.e., Regime 
G in Fig. 4) around the origin point in the parameter subspace of (kl, kg), in which many 
attractors coexist. Therefore, it is difficult to develop a structured aRF in Regimes A, B, C, 
and C:, even though there exist the possibility of emerging it in Regime C (i.e., in C n E or 
C n F) if one carefully chooses the initial condition. However, in a developmental model the 
evolui,ion process of weights should be relatively insensitive to  the initial conditions. So the 
only parameter regime in which the structured aRFs may have separate parameter regimes 
is Regime D (see Fig. 3(c) and Fig. 4), i.e., when kl + k2 < dl(+) and kl -- k2 > ds(-). 
2. Within Regime D, if one further chooses k2 t o  be large and negative (e.g., k2 = -3 as 
taken in Linsker's simulations), then various Regime E's and Regime F's corresponding to  
different aRFs will be removed from Regime A, B, C, and G ,  where the all-excitatory and 
all-inliibitory aRFs are dominant or many kinds of attractors coexist. Moreover, once k2 is 
chosen t o  be large and negative, the Regime E's and Regime F's with different slope values 
will be separate from each other in Regime D (see Fig. 4). Thus, in Regiine D one has the 
potential for emerging a designated aRF if the corresponding parameter regime (E or F) no 
longer coexists with others. 
3. A nuinber of different aRFs, however, may have the same average synaptic strength (i.e., the 
same slope value c(w)), and hence, their stable regimes (type E or F) may still completely 
overlitp with each other in the (kl ,  k2) subspace. That is, if there exist two aRFs, w1 and 
w2, such that  c(wl) = c(w2) and they both have stable parameter regimes (i.e., dz(wl) > 
dl(wl) and d2(w2) > dl(w2)), then their stable regimes might overlap, and irrespective of 
the choice of k1 and k2, they both might coexist (see Fig. 5). The only way to  avoid such 
coexistence, is t o  ensure that  only one of these aRFs will have a stable regime in the (kl, k2) 
subspace. According to Theorem 3, the existence of stable parameter regirne for any aRF w, 
is determined by kl-intercept functions dl(.) and d2(.), and therefore by the relative ranges of 
SDF!; r(.)'s of all layers under consideration. For instance, by changing the relative ranges of 
SDF:;, one can reach a parameter regime in the parameter space (kl, ka, the ranges of SDFs) 
in which d2(w1) > dl(wl) and dn(w2) < dl(w2), i.e., the connection pattern w1 is still an 
attractor but w2 becomes unstable (see Fig. 5). That is, one can further imake the presence 
or absence of a specific aRF by adjusting the relative ranges of SDFs, and finally make the 
corresponding Regime E or F (with a certain slope value) become unique in Regime D with 
Figure 5: (a) An example that shows the completely overlaping stable regimes for the different kinds of 
aRFs with t:he same slope values. (b) Only way to avoid such coexistence, is to adjust the relative ranges 
of SDFs, and finally make Regime E or F for one of these aRFs (with a certain slope value) become unique 
in Regime C' with large and negative k2. (As an example here, we use the data from oui: Examples 1 and 2 
in Appendix B.) 
large and negative kz. Our general theorems, thus, provide a methodollogy to avoid the 
coexistence of many potential aRFs and to  ensure the emergence of a specially designated 
aRF;  moreover, as it  will be shown later, the parameter choices predicted by our theory match 
those reported in Linsker's simulations. 
In order to  further address the above questions we raised, we mainly focus on the weight 
evolution from the second layer B to the third layer C in the Linsker's network in the next section. 
We shall apply our general theorems to analytically predict the influence of the SDF's ranges ra, rc 
on the dynamics, and work out specific examples to determine the explicit regime of the family of 
parameters (including kl ,  k2, and the ranges of SDFs) for the occurrence of center-surround and 
certain oriented aRFs. 

4 The aRFs From Layer B To C 
4.1 Description Of The Linsker's Network From Layer l? To C 
For the sirr~plicity of expression, we assume that  the random input a t  first layer ,4 has an indepen- 
dent norme,l distribution with mean 0 and variance 1, and the connection strengths from layer A to  
B are all-excitatory like in Linsker's simulations. Denote the SDF from layer A to  B and the SDF 
from B t o  C as rAB(., .) and rBC(.) respectively. A given SDF rCM(i,  j ) ,  i E M, , j  E C will be said 
t o  have a range r~ if rCM(i,  j )  is 'sufficient small' for Ili - j(l >_ rM.  For instance, if we assume 
(i  - jI2 
the SDF is Gaussian, i.e., rCM( j ,  i) - e ~ p ( - ~  ), j E M ,  i E C,  then the standard deviation 
";kl 
rM of this distribution is its range (see Fig. 1). Under the condition that  the saturated connection 
strengths fi-om layer A to  B are all-excitatory, the covariance matrix of layer B is 
where i ,  j E B 5 Especially, we consider the development process of aRF of one cell in layer C, and 
now equation (6) in Section 1.1 becomes 
A slight restriction on the SDF is imposed for our consideration. rAB(i, j )  (or rB"(j)) is a function 
dependent only on the distance between i and j, expressed as I li - j 1 1  (or 1 1  j I(), and is nonincreasing 
with respect t o  ( ( i  - jl( (or lljll). Obviously, the Gaussian function, which is the SDF used in 
[20, 21, 22, 25, 261, is a special case of the above general restriction. 
4.2 All-excitatory Or All-inhibitory Connection Pattern 
Theorem 4 1. All-excitatory aRF (i.e., J + ( w )  = B) is an attractor of equation (17) iff 
2. All-irzhibitory a R F  (i.e., J-(w) = B)  is an attractor of equation (1 7) iff 
Proof: The proof is an easy application of Theorem 3 in Section 3 together with the following: 
5From now on we let as = 1 without loss of generality. 
2 1 
in (I) , ancl 
in (2). 
Theorein 4 evaluates dl (+) and d2(-) as shown in Fig. 3. 
4.3 Analytic Studies Of SDFs' Influences 
The relative ranges of two SDFs rAB(-,  .) and rBC(.) will play a key role in the evolution of various 
structured aRFs from B to  C. For example, in Linsker's simulations it is required that  the range of 
rL3'(.) be larger than the range of rAB(., .) for certain structured aRFs t o  emerge. In this section, 
we first ex]>lore an extreme case of this constraint on the relative ranges (Theorem 5): rBC(.) is a 
constant (hence, the range of rBC(.) is equal to  its largest extreme) and rAB(i, -) almost concentrates 
on the A-ct:ll underlying the i-th site in layer B (hence, the range of rAB(., .) is small). That  is, the 
synaptic cclnnections from layer B to  C are fully feedforward connected with constant density, and 
those from A to B are concentrated enough (obviously including the extreme o n e - b o n e  projection). 
In Theoreni 6, we justify the necessity of the constraints in Linsker's simulations by exploring the 
other extreme case, where connections from layer A t o  B are fully feedforward connected with 
constant density. 
1 N d  1 
Theorem 5 if rBc(i) = -, and [ r A (  1 )  > - for i = 1 , .  . , &, then 
NL3 1=1 2 
where I . I represents the ioial number of elements in a set. 
Proof: Ely Theorem 3 of Section 3, we only need to check that  
j ~  J +  ( w )  ~ E J - ( w )  
and 
hold true for any w E V(Q). 
Observe tl-(at for each i E J+(w), 
Nd 
B BC BC 1 
Qiir ( j )  = rBc(j) r B ( i  ) r B ( j  1 )  > 0 and r (i) = --,Vi, j E B. 
1=1 NB 
Hence, we can show tha t  for each i E J+(w) ,  
On the  other hand,  
N A  1 < x -rAB(i, l ) ( l  - rdB(i,  I)) - 
[= 1 NB 
where the  third inequality is because of the symmetry of rAB(., a )  and x rdB(j:  1) = 1 - rdB(i,  I). 
j # ~  
N  A 1 
Since we assume x [ r d B ( i ,  ()I2 > -, for i = 1 , .  . - ,  NB, we have the desired resul-t: 
1=1 
2 
B BC x ~ : r ~ ' ( j )  > x Qiir ( j ) ,  V i  E J+(w) .  
j~ J+ ( w )  j €  J - ( w )  
The  case for i E J- (w) can be treated similarly. 
Theorem 5 shows tha t  any w E V(R) satisfying 
is an at t ractor  of equation (17). Namely, any extreme point in V(S2) = (-1, l I N u  satisfying (18) 
is an  attraxtor of the  weight-development dynamics from t? t o  C, under the  condition in which 
the synaptic connections from A to  t? are concentrated enough, and those frorn B t o  C are fully 
feedforward connected with constant density. In particular, for the grid system used in our examples 
k l (see Appendix B), if we choose the system parameters kl and k2 such tha t  I--INa is a n  integer 
k:! 
kl  less than IVa, then any kind of connection pattern (with the  average synaptic strength --) will 
k2 
N  A 1 .  
be an  at t ractor  of equation (17). In fact, since x [ r d B ( i ,  l)]' > - ~t follows tha t  Q{ r 1, if 
1=1 
2 
i = j and Q: r 0 if i # j, i.e., each connection strength between layers t? and C is developed 
independently. As a result of this, any pattern of connection strengths may emerge. This  extreme 
case is corroborated by every example in Section 4.4 and Appendix B. 
As the condition of this theorem fails, we expect the connection strengths to become more and 
more organized in the sense that  most connections will have the same sign as their neighbors in an 
aRF.  Next we turn to another extreme case where the synaptic connections frorn layer A to  B are 
fully feedfc'rward connected, i.e., rAB(., .) is a constant. 
Theorem 6 A s s u m e  that 
1 
rd"(j, i) = -, i E A, j E B, 
Nd 
then all saturated fixed points are not stable except the all-excitatory and all-inhibitory connection 
patterns. 
Proof: Note that  under the assumption of this theorem, we have 
Now equation (17) becomes 
N B  1 
Notice that  for any w E V ( Q ) ,  the second term k1 + x[- + k2]ru"j)w,(j) on the right hand 
j=1  Nd 
side of the above equation is independent of i ,  and is either a positive or a negative constant. By 
Theorems 1 and 2,  a saturated fixed point attractor w should satisfy that  for every i ,  w(i) has 
the same sign as the second term which is independent of i. Therefore, we arrive a t  the final 
conclusion. 
Theorem 6 shows that  only the all-excitatory and the all-inhibitory aRFs will be the stable 
saturated fixed points if the weights from layer A to B are fully feedforward connected with constant 
density but, there is no constraint on the SDF rBC(.). However, it is still possiblt: that  unsaturated 
fixed poinis and other kinds of attractors (for example, limit cycle or other more complicated 
cases) might occur within certain parameter regimes. So a relevant question is: How large are the 
attractive basins for both all-excitatory and all-inhibitory aRFs under the assumptions of Theorem 
6? To confirm this point, we should consider the initial conditions and study the parameter space 
and the weight state space together. As we shall show in the following corollary, the all-excitatory 
and the all-inhibitory aRFs are the only terminal attractors in the upper half' of the parameter 
subspace of (kl, k2). 
Corollary. 1 A s s u m e  that 
then we have 
lim w,(j) = +1, 'dj E B 
7'00 
if the initiltl condition wo satisfies 
and 
lim w , ( j )  = -1, V j  5' B 
7 1 0 3  
if the initiitl condition W Q  satisfies 
Proof: 'CVe only consider the case of 
Following the same argument as in Theorem 6, the equation ( 1 7 )  becomes 
NB 1 
and the ~ e r : ~ n d  term k l  + x[-- + k 2 ] r s C ( j ) w T ( j )  on the right hand side of the above equation is 
j=1 NA 
independent of i. Because of the nondecreasing property of the function f (.), wt: see that  
implies 
w ~ + l ( i )  > w,(i), V i  E l?. 
From this we assert that  
1 
because of the nonnegativity of - + k 2 .  If we denote 
NA 
then we have 
~ T + l ( i )  > f ( w o ( ~ ?  + (T + V ?  
Therefore, we arrive a t  the final conclusion. 
Remark 41 In Theorems 5 and 6, we considered the influence of the SDF's ranges rg ,  rc on the 
dynamics t ~ y  changing their values from the smallest extreme to the largest one. When r a  is small 
but rc is in. the largest extreme (Theorem 5), we proved that  any kind of connec-tion pattern (even 
including the oriented cells or any other circularly asymmetric patterns) has a stable parameter 
regime and emerge under a certain set of parameters, because each synaptic con-nection within an 
aRF is developed independently. As rg is changed from the smallest to  the largest extreme, the 
developmeilt of synaptic connections between layers B and C will depend on each other stronger 
and stronger in the sense that  most connections have the same sign as their neighbors in an aRF. 
So for the largest extreme of rg (Theorem 61, any structured aRF will never emerge a t  all, although 
there exist correlations in input activities in layer B. 
Up to  this point, we have already shown that the dynamical behaviors of the Linsker's network 
are deterrrined by the complicated relationships among its system parameters kl, k2, and the 
ranges rg! rc,  etc. While we have studied the properties of only saturated fixed point attractors 
of equation (61, the following corollary shows that  the system can display limit cycles in certain 
parameter regimes. Thus, the intricate relationships among the parameters can lead to nontrivial 
system behaviors. 
Corollary 2 If we choose the parameters kz large and negative enough such that 
then once ;!he dynamics converges to  one of the all-excitatory and the all-inhibitory weight vectors, 
it will stay at a two-state limit cycle. This  limit cycle is  composed of the all-excitatory and the 
all-inhibitory weight states. 
Proof: Because of the special form of f (.), if the weight vector w is all-excitatory at  the time r ,  
and 
then the weight vector w will be all-inhibitory at time T + 1 ; if a t  the same tirne, kl and k2 also 
satisfy 
N L  
then w will return t o  the all-excitatory state at  time T + 2. Therefore, if we chose the parameters 
to  fulfill the condition 
then the system a t  least has a two-state limit cycle. It is obvious that  at  this time both all-excitatory 
and all-inhibitory connection patterns no longer belong to  the set of fixed point:$, since 
N c  
w(i){kl+ C[Q,: + kz]r(j)w(j)} < 0, V i  E B. 
In our following examples, we shall consider the general case for rAg(., -) and rgC(.), and investi- 
gate the efl'ect of the set of parameters (including kl, k2, and the ranges of SDFs) on the emergence 
of various structured aRFs. 
4.4 Exalmples of Structured aRFs 
As an application of our above analyses, we present several examples of the explicit parameter 
regimes of (kl, k2, rg ,  re) for the formation of various structured aRFs, including ON-center, OFF- 
center, oriented, and bi-lobed cells in Appendix B. The aim of the demonstration here is to  further 
answer those questions about the parameter space we raised in Section 3.2. We summarize the 
examples i:n Appendix B as follows: 
1. For a fixed value of rc (= 2.5, 10, and loo), the SDF's range r o  as the third system parameter 
has various critical v a h e s  for different attractors. Tha t  is, several of the fixed points are no 
longer stable if r g  exceeds the corresponding critical values (see Figs.13,14,,16, & 18). 
2. For circularly symmetric ON-center cells, those receptive fields with large ON-center core 
kl (which have positive or small negative slope value c(w) x --) always have *I stable parameter 
k2 
regime. But for those ON-center cells with large negative slope value c(w), their stable 
para~rieter regimes decrease in size with c(w) (see Fig. 6). 
Similarly, circularly symmetric OFF-center cells with large OFF-center core (which have 
nega1,ive or small positive slope value c(w)) will be more stable than those with large positive 
avera,ge weights (see Fig. 7). But for non-circularly-symmetric patterns, only those attractors 
with small slope value Icl might always have a stable parameter regime (see Fig. 8 & 9). 
3.  The  results about the relative stability among different aRFs give us a good reason why we 
usually obtain ON-center or OFF-center receptive fields between layers B and C much more 
easily than other patterns. That  is, the ON-center patterns are almost the only aRFs in 
Regiine D n E ,  and the OFF-center patterns are almost the only aRFs in ]Regime D n F  if rg 
i s  large enough t o  exceed all the critical values for other kinds of aRFs (e.g., in Appendix B, 
rg > 5.0724 with respect to  rc = 10) (see Fig. 6-9). 
4. The situation around the axis k2 is slightly complicated, since a number of aRFs with an 
average synaptic strength near zero might always have a stable regime covering the axis k2 
(see :Regime H in Fig. 4). But it is important to  note that  the bi-lobed a,RF has a broader 
stable regime than other kinds of aRFs, i.e., the bi-lobed aRF can be observed with higher 
kl . 
possibility in the simulation of the weight evolution in equation (6), provicled c(w) m -- 1s 
k2 
chosen to  be near zero and k2 large and negative. 
5. Our theorems and Example 3 in Appendix B indicate that  there exists the possibility of 
emerging oriented aRFs in the first three layers of the Linsker's network. Actually, Theorem 
5 shows that  any kind of aRF could be an attractor of equation (17) for any two adjacent layers 
of the Linsker's network. The occurrence of a specially designated aRF (e.g., the oriented 
cells11 in numerical simulations of the Linsker's network is determined by the appropriate 
choice of the parameters and the initial condition. As observed in our examples, the stable 
para~neter regimes for oriented aRFs always overlap with other major aRFs (e.g., ON-center 
cells .and OFF-center cells). Tha t  is, there is no parameter regime that  could be made unique 
for the oriented cells in the first three layers of the Linsker's network (in the sense that  we 
clarified in Section 3.2). Therefore, the emergence of an oriented aRF depends crucially on the 
choice of the initial condition, and cannot be easily observed if initial conditions are chosen 
a t  random. 
6. Linsker 's  s imula t ions  and our theore t i ca l  predic t ions:  
In conclusion, the complete and precise picture of the division of parameter regimes presented 
here accurately match Linsker's simulation results of the first three layers reported in [20]. 
Tha t  is, given k2 large and negative, Linsker passes through a series of regimes as k l  is 
decreased from large and positive to large and negative as we have show11 with the dashed 
line it1 Fig. 10. 
kl  (a) In Linsker's simulations, the all-excitatory pattern is the only attractor when -- > 16. 
k2 
k 1 Our results show that  under this set of parameters (i.e., -- > I ) ,  the system (6) is in 
k2 
Regime A, where the all-excitatory aRF is the only attractor. 
kl  (b) When 0.3 < -- m g < 1, the ON-center cells are the only aRFs that  are observed in 
k2 
Linsker 's simulations. 
kl  For this range of --, we show that  the system (6) is in Regime D n E  with c(w) > 0.3 
k2 
within which the ON-center cells could be the only aRFs if rg is chosen to  be large 
enough (with respect to  rc) to  exceed its critical values for other aRI's. 
k l  (c) Various bi-lobed cells are the outcome of his simulations when -0.2 < -- m g < 0.2. 
k2 
k1 In our analysis, for the above range of --, the system (6) is either in Regime H with 
k2 
c(w) m 0 or in Regime D n E n F  with -0.2 < c(w) < 0.2. Our results show that  in Regime 
H ,  various aRFs coexist but the bi-lobed cell has a broader stable regime. In Regime 
D n E n F  with -0.2 < c(w) < 0.2, however, the ON-center and OFF-center cells coexist 
as attractors of the system (6), and could become dominant. That  is, bi-lobbed and 
oriented aRFs could be made unstable if rg is chosen to  be large enough (with respect 
to  rc)  to  exceed the corresponding critical values. 
kl  (d) Syn~metrically, the OFF-center cells are the only aRFs when -1 < -- m g < -0.3. 
k2 
This is because the system (6) is in Regime D n E  with c(w) < -0.3 within which the 
OFF-center cells could be the only aRFs if rg is chosen to be large enough (with respect 
to  rc) to  exceed its critical values for other kinds of aRFs. 
kl  (e) Finally, the all-inhibitory pattern is the only attractor when -- < --I. 
k2 
Under this set of parameters, the system (6) is in Regime B. 
'~insker'r; simulations used n E M  = 0.5 (refer t o  Remark l (a )  in Sect,ion 1.1); hence, our average synapt,ic st,rength 
g = 2 g ~ t n a k e r -  
Figure 6: 'The critical values of r a  as a function of c(w) with fixed r c  = 10, where w's are ON-center aRFs. We 
use a grid sjrstem in our examples, and assume tha t  each cell in layer C receives synaptic inputs from 253 sites in 
layer B, where 253 is the total number of sites inside the circle with grid radius 9 (see Fig. 111; see Appendix B for 
further details. In the upper figure, each horizontal band corresponds t o  a kind of ON-center cell denoted by the 
radius of i ts  ON-center core as ON(r,,,,, 9). Each circle of the left-vertical-axis label, represents the spatial pattern 
of an ON-ce:nter a R F  from layer B t o  layer C (see Fig. 11). The vertical width of each band (as the function of ra)  
is equal t o  the difference of dz(w) - d ~ ( w )  at  that r a ,  and exists only if dz(w) > d ~ ( w )  (refer t o  Theorem 3). The  
absolute value of the width shown here is proportional to  log(cr(dz(w) - dl(w))),  where cr is a positive constant. As 
r a  increases, the patterns, ON(1 ,9) ,  O N ( 2 , 9 ) ,  O N ( 3 , 9 ) ,  and ON(4,9) ,  become unstable. Thai; is, as r a  exceeds the 
corresponding critical values (1.0674, 1.4634, 2.9485, and 5.0724 in the same order), the patterns no longer have a 
stable regime in the (kl , kz) subspace. But the rest of the ON-center cells (i.e., O N  (5,9), ON(6,9) ,  O N  (7,9), and 
O N ( 8 , 9 ) )  always have a stable parameter regime. The two lower figures show the parameter s~ibspace (kl,  k2) when 
r a  < 1.0674 and r a  > 5.0724, respectively. 
Figure 7: The critical values of r a  as a function of c(w)  with fixed rc = 10, where w's are OFF-center 
aRFs (under the same setup as in Fig. 6). In the upper figure, each band correspond:; to  a kind of OFF- 
center cell denoted by the radius of its OFF-center core as OFF(r,,,, ,9) .  Each circle of the left-vertical-axis 
label, represents the spatial pattern of an OFF-center aRF from layer L? to  layer C (see Fig. 11). As r a  
increases, there will be no stable parameter regimes for O F F ( 1 , 9 ) ,  O F F ( 2 , 9 ) ,  O F F ( 3 , 9 ) ,  and O F F ( 4 , 9 ) ,  
i.e., r a  exceeds the corresponding critical values (1.0674, 1.4634, 2.9485, and 5.0724 in the same order). 
But the rest of the OFF-center cells (i.e., O F F ( 5 , 9 ) ,  O F F ( 6 , 9 ) ,  O F F ( 7 , 9 ) ,  and O F F ( 8 , 9 ) )  always have a 
stable parameter regime. The  two lower figures show the parameter subspace (kl,  k2) when r a  < 1.0674 and 
r a  > 5.072L-, respectively. 
Figure 8: 'The critical values of ro as a function of c(w) with fixed rc = 10, where w's are oriented aRFs 
(under the same setup as in Fig. 6). In the upper figure, each band corresponds to a kind of oriented cell 
denoted by the radius r w i d t h  as OR(rwidlh, 9) (see Fig. 11). As r a  increases, there will be no stable parameter 
regimes for all of oriented cells except for OR(3.24,9) with an average synaptic strength near zero. The two 
lower figures show t,he parameter subspace (k1, ka) when r a  < 0.8073 and ro  > 3.7741, respectively. 
Figure 9: 'The critical values of r a  as a function of c(w) with fixed rc = 10, where w's are bi-lobed aRFs 
(under the  same setup as in Fig. 6). In the upper figure, each band corresponds to  a kind of bi-lobed cell 
denoted by the radius ~ B L  as B L ( ~ B L ,  9) (see Fig. 11). As rs increases, there will be no stable parameter 
regimes for all of bi-lobed cells except for BL(9.36,9) with an  average synaptic strength near zero. The  two 
lower figures show the parameter subspace (kl, k z )  when r a  < 2.8100 and r a  > 4.7886, respectively. 
large & negative 
aRFs with small average synaptic strength 
Figure 10: An example of the appropriate way to avoid the coexistence of aRFs by choosing a feasible set of 
parameters. (1) Only within Regime Dl various Regime E's and Regime F's corresponding to various aRFs 
will be removed from Regime A, B, C, and G where the all-excitatory and all-inhibitory aRFs are dominant 
or many kirtds of attractors coexist. (2) Only when k2 is chosen to be large and negative, these Regime E's 
and Regime F's with different slope values will be separate from each other in Regime D. (3) Only when 
the ranges of SDFs are chosen appropriately (e.g., in our examples, the range ra of the SDF from layer A 
to B is chos.en to  exceed its critical values for various aRFs, and to ensure ON-center aRFs or OFF-center 
kl k1 aRFs are oilly aRFs when 0.3 < -- x g < 1 and -1 < -- x g < -0.3 respectivelj.), a Regime E or F 
k 2 k 2 
for an aRF with a certain slope value may become unique in Regime D with large and negative k 2 .  (In our 
k1 examples shown here, ra > 5.0724 with respect to rc = 10, k 2  large and negative while -- is decreased 
k? 
from larger than $1 to less than -1 .) 

5 Concluding Remarks 
5.1 Synaptic Arbor Density Function 
In this paper, we have shown that  the existence of a stable parameter regime for an aRF is deter- 
mined by the SDFs of all preceding layers and the present layer. Thus, one could make the presence 
or absence of a designated aRF by choosing the relative ranges of the SDFs, and a methodology for 
achieving this is outlined in Sections 3.2 and 4.4. That  is, for a given set of SDFs, one can determine 
a correspo:nding set of aRFs that  have stable regimes in the (k l ,  k2) subspace, and any connection 
pattern not in this set cannot emerge under any choice of (kl ,  k2)  The role of (kl ,  k2) is to put 
the systerrl in Regime D (i.e., away from the stable regimes of the all-excitatoly or all-inhibitory 
kl patterns b;y choosing k2 large and negative), and then to  choose a desired aRF (by choosing -- 
k2 
approximately equal to  the average synaptic strength). 
The crucial role played by the SDFs was recognized in Linsker's simulations, but a theoretical 
explanation has not been provided in previous investigations. Our analysis, for the first time, 
provides justification for the choice of the relative ranges of the SDFs in Linisker's simulations, 
and in addition provides novel theoretical predictions on the behavior of the Linsker's network. 
For e x a m ~ l e ,  Theorem 6 shows that  if the all-excitatory connections from layer A to B are fully 
connected (i.e., the synaptic arbor density is constant), then no structured aRF will emerge between 
layers B and C (although there exists correlation in afferent activities of layer B). In general, a 
necessary condition for the emergence of a structured aRF from layer L to  M is that  the covariance 
matrix Q' of layer L in (4) should include localized correlaiions. The localized correlations in Q~ 
originate from the localized arbor density of synapses of cells in some layer preceding layer L. In 
the extreme case studied in Theorem 6, full connectedness with constant density from A to  B 
makes the afferent activities in layer B fully correlated, and irrespective of the SDF from B to  C, 
no structured aRF between B and C can occur. Therefore, the localized arborization of synapses 
between adjacent layers plays a crucial role in the emergence of structured aRF:$. 
5.2 The Linsker's Network And The BSB Model 
The dynarnical behavior of the Linsker's network is much more complicated than the retrieval 
dynamics in the Brain-State-in-a-Box (BSB) model. In the BSB model, the weight matrix is 
diagonal-dominant and/or symmetric, which ensures that  the extreme points on its state hypercube 
are the on1.y stable states [12, 13, 161. However, for the Linsker's network, since there are no such 
restrictions on the property of the second item h;(w,, kl, k2) on the right hand side of equation 
(6), there indeed exist unsaturated fixed point attractors in equation (6) (see Lemma 2). There 
exists, even, a two-state limit cycle in difference equation (6) for any two adjacent layers, due to  
the complicated relationship among system parameters (see Corollary 2 in Sect,ion 4.3). One can 
easily verify that  the dynamics of the original BSB model [:I.] is a special case of equation (5) if 
one replaces the weight variable w with the state variable, the covariance matrix with the weight 
matrix, and let r ( j )  = 1, and kl = k2 = 0; hence, the general results presented in Sections 2 and 3 
can be applied to  characterize the set of fixed points of this model. An extended BSB model with 
kl # 0, kz # 0, and a neighboring function r(.) can also be studied using our framework, i.e., the 
effect of the system parameters on the set of fixed points and the related retrieval dynamics can be 
precisely captured. 
5.3 Dynamics With Limiter Function 
Theorems 1 and 2 provide the general framework for the description of the fixed point attractors 
for any difference equation of the type stated in (6) that  uses a limiter function. It is important 
t o  notice that  there are no restrictions imposed on the second item h;(w,) on the right hand side 
of equation (6), and on the covariance matrix Q in (4). Depending on the structure of the second 
item, hi(w,.), one can derive explicit conditions for determining the stable parameter regimes for any 
given fixed point. For example, such a result for the Linsker's network is expressed as a necessary 
and sufficient condition in Theorem 3. The system parameters in the Linsker's model are kl ,  k2 and 
the ranges of SDFs. kl and k2 are used as the two major parameters, and the effect of the ranges 
of SDFs is captured in the two kl-intercept functions, dl(w) and dz(w). One can then discuss the 
presence 01. absence of a desired fixed point w by calculating dl (w) and d2(w) frolm different choices 
of the ranges of SDFs. Since the functions in the necessary and sufficient condition are computable 
(like our slope and kl-intercept functions), one is always able to  check whether a designated fixed 
point is stable for a specific set of parameters. Therefore, our theoretical approach and examples 
are applicable to analyzing other unsupervised self-organization systems for coilnection evolution 
[51. 
5.4 Intralayer Interaction And Biological Discussion 
The Linsker's developmental model studied in this paper represents an important step towards 
understanding the self-organization mechanism of primary visual system. This nlodel (or any other 
extant model), clearly, does not incorporate all the factors known t o  play crucial roles in the 
biological system, and we briefly discuss the well-known factors and the extent t o  which they are 
represented in different models. 
In all bertebrate visual systems, the dendritic field and axonal field for most feedforward cells 
are always far less than that  of intralayer interaction. So it is the intralayer intersction that  mainly 
causes correlation in afferent activity. It is well recognized that  the afferent correlations are key to  
the emergence of structured aRFs (e.g., refer to the definitions of dl(w) and dz(w) offered in this 
paper) ant1 orientation dominance maps. Hence, it is necessary to  incorporate the role of lateral 
intralayer interaction in generating various ordered structures in visual systern. We think that 
in the Linsker's network the particular choices of the relative ranges of SDFs (i.e., progressively 
increasing ranges) play in part the role of intralayer interaction, by introducin?; localized afferent 
correlations. 
In fact, recent investigations suggest that  the intralayer interconnections play an important role 
in generating center-surround aRFs in mammalian retina, and the underlying mechanism does not 
seem to involve self-organization. It hay been observed that a t  birth the main types of ON- and 
OFF-center ganglion cells in cat have emerged, but they are not yet connected to  their preceding 
retinal synaptic network because the photoreceptors are still proliferating and tht: bipolar axons are 
just descending towards the inner plexiform layer where ganglion cells arborize. The ontogenesis of 
retinal wiring seems to  follow a genetically determined mechanisms and not to  be very susceptible 
to  modification by later visual experience [39]. In fact, the basic center-surround structure is 
established as early as a t  the receptor terminal before the first feedforward synapse. In the cone 
receptor-horizontal cell circuit, center-surround aRFs develop with the aid of the horizontal cells 
with broad uniform fields. 
On the other hand, the development process of primary visual system in regions other than 
the retina, appears t o  become more dependent on self-organization mechanisms discussed in the 
Linsker's network. At early prenatal stages, the spontaneous random firing of young ganglion 
cells is crucial t o  shape the development of the geniculate cells [18]. Genetic code mainly defines 
the timing course of synaptic plasticity, and the Hebbian synaptic modification rule forms the 
basis of tl-e organization among elements a t  neuronal level and gives rise t o  the emergence of 
more ordered structure [lo, 36, 401. Biologically, the spontaneous firing of ganglion cells, the 
correlated patterns of activity in the afferents, the lateral intralayer interaction, the feedforward 
synaptic arbor density function, and parallel ON-, OFF- arrays are all thought to  contribute to the 
symmetry-breaking mechanism by which oriented aRFs and orientation dominance maps can arise. 
A considerable number of analyses and simulations [3, 4, 8 ,  9, 19, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 38, 411 on 
the self-organization in visual system have recently expanded Linsker's ideas by introducing more 
biological1:r-motivated factors, and in particular, by including lateral intralayer interactions. Our 
approach can be adapted t o  explicitly analyze the role played by the lateral intralayer interaction, 
in the same way that  we deal with the interlayer connection density (i.e., SDFs) [34]. 
Furthermore, in the context of neuroscience, the theoretical results for the networks we have 
studied not only explain the dynamical mechanisms underlying the early develclpment of primary 
cortex, bul, also suggest and support a new understanding of the development process [35]. The 
various aRFs emerge not because some special functions of the brain (e.g., the edge detection and 
the orientation detection) demand them, but as a consequence of the microcosmic rule of synaptic 
formation <;tnd modification. Instead of using a single feature detection neuron, the network works 
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Appendix A: On the Continuous Version of the Linsker's Model 
It is well known that the Cohen-Grossberg model specified by the following equations 12, 141 
dx t  ( i )  
N  
-- 
dt  - a i ( x t  ( i ) ! ~  [ b i ( x t ( i ) )  - k=l C ~ i k d k ( x t  ( k ) ) ]  , 
is a gradient system if the matrix C = { c i j ,  1  _< i ,  j  5 N }  is symmetric, the amplification function 
a i ( . )  and r;he self-signal function b;(.) are continuous, ai ( . )  2 0 ,  and the other-signal function 
d i ( x l ( i ) )  is differentiable and monotone nondecreasing. The competitive network ( '19)  can be written 
in the form 
d x t ( i )  = - A ( x t )  grad V ( x t ) ,  
d t  
where the matrix A ( x t )  = { A i j ( x t ) ,  1  5 i ,  j  _< N }  is chosen to satisfy 
and the fu:nction 
is a global Liapunov function for ( 1 9 )  since 
where Sij == 1  if i = j ;  and = 0  if i # j .  
In fact: the equation (6) represented in discrete time can be described in continuous time as 
in the sense that both versions have the same set of fixed point attractors. 'The existence and 
uniqueness of the solution for the above equation ( 2 1 )  is ensured since f ( - )  satisfies the Lipschitz 
condition. Similar to the type of transformation from the Brain-State-in-a-Box model to the Cohen- 
6.. 
Grossberg form ( 1 9 ) ,  let Bij = Qfi + k2 + +, and h ( x )  = f  ( x +  k l ) ,  then the equation ( 2 1 )  becomes 
~ ( 2 )  
NL N L  
Let y t ( i )  := C B i j r ( j ) w t ( j ) ,  by taking the summation C B O r ( j )  on both sides of the above 
.i = 1 j=1 
equation, we have 
If we choose 
c . .  - -B. 
23 - 23 r 
dj(yt(j)> = r ( j ) h ( ~ t ( j ) ) ,  
then the continuous time version of the Linsker's network (21) is transformed into the Cohen- 
Grossberg model (19), and there exists a Liapunov function for it because 
c . .  - -B . .  - - B . .  - 
2 2 -  2 3 -  32-cji, 
so C = { c ~ , ~ ,  1 5 i, j < NL) is symmetric, and 
where D+ and D- are the Dini derivatives and r( .)  is non-negative according to  its definition. 
Therefore there is no limit cycle for the continuous time case. 
It is noticed that  the relationship between the stable states of the discrete time and continuous 
time versions of the Linsker's model is not exactly the same as that  in Hopfield model [15] because 
of the specific form of f ( . ) .  We have shown (see Corollary 2 in Section 4.3) that  there exist a limit 
cycle in (6) within a certain parameter regime, so that the discrete time version of the Linsker's 
network is not an exact gradient system at  all. Meanwhile, for the continuous time case, we have 




Vw E V ( q ,  kl + C [ Q ~  + k , l r (+O)  # 0, for i =  l , . . . , N L ,  
j=1 
then it will be easily confirmed that  all conclusions from Theorem I to  6 for the discrete time 
case do hold for the continuous time case. 
Appendix B: Examples of Structured aRFs in the First Three 
Layers of the Linsker's Network 
We use a grid system in our examples. We assume that each cell in layer C! receives synaptic 
inputs frorn 253 sites in layer B, where 253 is the total number of sites inside the circle with grid 
radius 9 (Fig. 1). In the following, we explore the stable parameter regimes for different classes 
of aRFs (see Fig. 11). For any aRF, w ,  the existence of a stable parameter regime is determined 
by the two kl-intercept functions, dl(w, ra,  rc) and d2(w, ra,  rC). In our calculations, we fix rc to 
three different values, and for each rc, we calculate dl(w, ra) and d2(w, rB). An aRF is a stable 
attractor if and only if d2(w, rO) > dl(w, ra). We shall call the turning point of ra  that turns 
d2(u, rO) -. dl(w, rB) from positive to negative as the critical value of ra ,  and denote it as rgitical. 
( e: =? J+ = excitatory connection 
- 
J- U = inhibitory connection 
Figure 11: (a) An ON-center a R F  between layers B and C. The synaptic strengths between a C-cell and 
a number of B-cells within the circle with radius r,,,, are excitatory, and those outside the circle are all 
inhibitory. (b) Other kinds of aRFs (from left t o  right): OFF-center cell with radius r,,,., , oriented cell with 
radius rwidth,and bi-lobed cell with radius ~ B L .  
Example 1 : ON-center cells ON(rCoTe, 9). 
Denote the radius of the excitatory central region of an ON-center aRF as r,,,, and denote an 
ON-center aRF simply as ON(r,,,,, 9) (see Fig. 11). 
Fixing rc = 2.5, 10, and 100 respectively, we determine the parameter regimes of (kl, k2, ra),  
in which ON-center aRFs are developed (Fig. 12(a)-(h) only shows the case when rc = 10). 
(a) r,,,, = 1. In this case, we have 5 excitatory sites and 248 inhibitory sites with the slope 
c(ON(1,g)) = -0.551 when rc = 2.5; c(ON(1,g)) = -0.948 when rc = 10; c(ON(1,g)) = -0.960 
when rc = 100. In Figure 12(a), the parameter regime of (kl , k2) is given for the occurrence of 
center-surround cell ON(1,9) with different ra but fixed rc = 10. It shows the two kl-intercept 
functions c!l (ON (1,9), ro) and d2(ON(1, 9), ra) as the functions of ra. Note that as ra 2 1.0674, 
d l (ON(l ,  1))) 2 d2(ON(1, 9)), hence (kl, k2) = 4, the empty set; namely, the connection pattern 
0 N(1,9) will no longer be an attractor of equation (6). Thus, for ON(1,9),  r ~ " ~ ~ " '  = 1.0674. 
(b)-(d) r,,,, = 2 ,3 ,4  in Figure 12(b)-(d). In these cases, we have c(Oh'(2,g)) = -0.854, 
c(ON(3,9)) = -0.681, and c(ON(4,9)) = -0.478 with rc = 10 respectively. Note that as ra 2 
1.4634 for ON(2,9),  ra  2 2.9485 for ON(3,9) ,  and ra 2 5.0724 for ON(4,9), (k, , k2) = 4. namely, 
those aRFr; will no longer be attractors of equation (6). 
(e) r,,,, = 5. In this case, we have 81 excitatory sites and 172 inhibitory sites with 
c(ON(5,9)) = -0.179 with rc = 10. The difference of Figure 12(e) from the above cases is 
that a stable regime of (kl, k2) always exists (i.e., there is no critical value for ra).  
(f)-(h) r,,,, = 6,7 ,8  in Figure 12(f)-(h). In these cases, we have c(ON(6,g)) = 
0.092, c(ON(7,9)) = 0.366, c(ON(8,g)) = 0.685 with rc = 10 respectively. These aRFs will al- 
ways be attractors like when r,,,, = 5. 
lntercept Functions of ON-Center Cell (1,s) 
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Figure 12: Fixing rc = 10, the parameter regime of (kl ,  k2, ra) is determined by the two k1-intercept 
functions dl (ON(r,,,, ,9 ) )  and d2(ON(rCore, 9)) (which are functions only of ra in ea.ch plot). Note the 
critical values of ra in (a)-(d), where d2(ON(r,,,,, 9)) - dl(ON(r,,,,, 9)) turns from positive to negative. 
When ra  is larger than the critical value for an aRF, then the corresponding aRF will no longer be an 
attractor of equation (6). (a) ON(1,9). (b) ON(2,9). ( c )  ON(3.9). (d) ON(4,9). 
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Figure 12 continued. (e) ON(5 ,9 ) .  (f) ON(6 ,9 ) .  ( g )  ON(7 ,9 ) .  (h) O N ( 8 , 9 ) .  
We summarize the above results about ON(r,,,,, 9) in Table 2, and represent the critical values 
of ra as a function of c(ON(r,,,,, 9)) with fixed rc = 2.5, 10, and 100 in Figure 13. 











0 -1 -0.55 -0.04 0.54 0.83 0.97 0.99 1 I 1 c(w) with rc= 2.5 
- - .  
1 -0.95 -0.85 -0.68 -0.48 -0.18 0.09 0.37 0.68 1 c(w) with r,= 10 
- 
1 -0.96 -0.9 -0.77 -0.61 -0.36 -0.1 0.18 0.56 1 c(w)withrc=lOO 
Figure 13: The critical values of ra as a funct,ion of c(ON(rc,,,,9)) with fixed rc = 2.5, 10, and 100 
respectively. 
Summary. of Example 1: We have shown tha t  various aRFs as attractors have different relative 
stability. Fbr a fixed rc (the range of the SDF between layers B and C),  the range ra of the SDF 
between layers A and B (as the  third system parameter), has various critical values for different 
attractors. For circularly symmetric ON-center cells, those aRFs  with large ON-center core (which 
k1 
have positive or  small negative slope value c(w) x --) always have a stable parameter regime. 
k2 
But  for those ON-center cells with large negative slope value c(w) , their stable parameter regimes 
decrease in size with c(w). 
Similarly, circularly symmetric OFF-center cells with large OFF-center core (which have nega- 
tive or smidl positive slope value c(w)) will be more stable than those with large positive average 
of weights as we shall learn from the next example. 
Exarnple 2: OFF-center cells OFF(rcoTe,  9). 
We sunnmarize the results about OFF(rcoTe,  9) in Table 3, and represent thme critical values of 
rg as a function of c(OFF(rcoTe,  9)) with fixed rc = 2.5 , l o ,  and 100 in Figure 1.4. 












o -1 -1 -1 -0.99 -0.97 -0.83 -0.54 0.04 0.55 1 c(w) with rc= 2.5 
-- - 
-1 -0.68 -0.37 -0.09 0.18 0.48 0.68 0.85 0.95 1 c(w) with rc= 10 
I -1 -0.56 -0.18 0.1 0.36 0.61 0.77 0.9 0.96 1 c(w) with rc= 100 
Figure 14: The critical values of ra as a function of c(OFF(rcore, 9)) with fixed rc = 2.5, 10, and 100 
respectively. 
Relationship between ON-center and OFF-center aRFs: For a given rg, c(w ) ranges from 
-1 t o  1, when the number of excitatory connections in an aRF,  I Jf (w !I 1 ,  changes from 0 to  Ng and 
the number of its inhibitory connections, I JP(w)l, changes from Ng to  0. Recall that  for every 
ON-center cell, w, with excitatory connections inside the circle with radius r,,,,, and inhibitory 
connections outside that  circle, there exists a corresponding OFF-center cell, b)', with inhibitory 
connections inside the circle with the same radius r,,,, and excitatory connections outside that 
circle. Hence, from the definition of c(w) (which is a measure of the average synaptic strength for 
the pattern), we observe that  
c(wl) = r )  - r ( j )  = -c(w). 
jE J+ (w')  j E  J - ( w ' )  
Similarly for dl and d2, we have 
dl(wl) = -dz(w), 
and 
dz(wl) = -dl(w). 
Therefore, we have 
d2(w1) - dl(wl) = d2(w) - dl(w). 
That  is, if there exists a stable parameter regime for w, then so does for w' (refer to  Fig. 5). Thus, 
we only need t o  consider ON-center cells because of the symmetry between the slope and intercept 
functions af OFF-center and ON-center cells. 
Now it is clear from our results (see Tables 2 and 3) that  if c(w) > 0 (i.e., an ON-center connec- 
tion pattern with a large central excitatory region or an OFF-center with a small inhibitory central 
region), then the ON-center cells will always have stable parameter regimes (i.c:., (kl ,  kz, r a ,  rc)), 
whereas the OFF-center cells can be made unstable. It is the same the other way round, i.e., if 
c(w) < 0, the OFF-center cell with large inhibitory r,,,, is less sensitive to  parameters (ra,  rc) than 
the ON-center cell with small excitatory r,,,,. This conclusion makes it clear why the parameter 
regime (kl > 0, k2 < 0) favors the occurrence of the ON-center cell with large r,,,,, although there 
also exists the possibility of the emergence of the OFF-center cell with small r,,,,. Similarly, the 
parameter regime (kl < 0, k2 < 0) prefers the OFF-center aRF with large r,,,, t o  the ON-center 
cell with srnall r,,,,. 
Exannple 3: Oriented cells OR(rWidth, 9). 
Denote a half of the width of the excitatory central strip in an oriented aRF as rw;dth and denote 
this aRF simply as OR(rWidth, 9) (Fig. 11). 
Fixing rc = 2.5, 10, and 100 respectively, we determine the parameter regimes of (kl, k2, rB) 
by varying r,;dth from 0.36 to  7.56. dl (OR(r,;dth, 9), ra) and d2(OR(rwidth, 9), ro) and the critical 
values of rl? are shown in Figure 15 for the case when rc = 10. 
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Figure 15: Fixing rc = 10, the parameter regime of ( k l ,  ka, ra )  is represented by two kl-intercept functions 
dl (OR(rwid:hr  9 ) )  and d2(OR(rwidth, 9 ) )  as the functions of ra . For every case, except in (d), there exists a 
critical value of ra that turns d2(OR(rwidih, 9 ) )  - dl(OR(rwidth, 9 ) )  from positive to negative. When ra is 
larger than its critical value, the aRF will no longer be an attractor of equation (6) .  ( a )  OR(0.36,9). (b) 
OR(1.8,9) .  ( c )  0R(2 .52 ,9) .  ( d )  OR(3.24,9). 
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Intercept Functions of Oriented Cell (5.4, 9) 
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Intercept Functions of Oriented Cell (7.56, 9) 
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Figure 15 continued. ( e )  OR(4.68,9). (f) OR(5.4,9). ( g )  0R(6.84,9). (h) 0R(7.56,9). 
We sunlmarize the above results about OR(r.width, 9 )  in Table 4 ,  and represent, the critical values 
of ra as a function of c(OR(rWidth,  9 ) )  with fixed rc = 2.5, 10, and 100 in Figure 16. Notice that 
only the attractor with about zero slope value Icl might always have a stable parameter regime. 
Table 4: OR(~widthl9) 
Figure 16: The crit,ical values of ro as a function of c(OR(rw;dthlg)) with fixed rc = 2.5, 10, and 100 
respect,ively 
Exannple 4: Bi-lobed cells B L ( r B L ,  9 ) .  
Denote the maximum width of the excitatory area in a bi-lobed aRF as ~ B L  and denote this 
aRF as BL, (rBL,  9 )  (Fig. 11) .  
Fixing rc = 2.5, 10, and 100, we determine the parameter regime of ( k l  , k a ,  r a )  by varying T B L  
from 0.72 i,o 15.84 similar with other examples. Figure 17 shows the case when rc = 10. 
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Figure 17: Fixing rc = 10, the parameter regime of (kl ,  k2,  r a )  is represented b y  two kl-intercept functions 
d l ( B L ( r B L ,  9 ) )  and d z ( B L ( r B L ,  9 ) )  as the functions of ra .  For every case, except in (e), there exist a critical 
value of ra that turns d 2 ( B L ( r B L ,  9 ) )  - dl ( B L ( r g L ,  9 ) )  from positive to negative. When ra is larger than 
its critical halue, the aRF will no longer be an attractor of equation (6). (a) BL(0.72,  !>). (b) BL(2 .88 ,9 ) .  
( c )  BL(5.04,9) .  (d) BL(7 .2 ,9 ) .  
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Figure 17 continued. ( e )  BL(9 .36 ,9 ) .  (f) BL(11.52,9).  ( g )  BL(13.68,9).  (h)  BL(15.84,9).  
We sunlmarize our results about B L ( r s t ,  9) in Table 5 ,  and represent the critical values of r o  
as a function of c(BL(rgL, 9)) with fixed rc = 2.5, 10, and 100 in Figure 18. 
Table 5: B L ( ~ B L ,  9) 
o - 1  - 1  - 1  -0.97 -0.69 0.16 0.83 0.99 1 1 c(w) with rc= 2.5 
- - - 
1 -0.97 -0.83 -0.6 -0.28 0.06 0.39 0.68 0.89 1 c(w) with rc= 10 
- 
I - 1  -0.96 -0.78 -0.54 -0.25 0.05 0.34 0.63 0.86 1 c(w) with rc= 100 
Figure 18: The critical values of ra as a function of c(BL(rBL, 9)) with fixed rc = 2.5,10, and 100 respec- 
tively. 
From ICxamples 3 and 4, one can infer that for certain non-circularly-symmetric patterns, only 
those attractors with very small slope value Icl might always have a stable parameter regime. 
These results about relative stability give us a good reason why we usually obtain ON-center 
or OFF-center aRFs between layers L? and C much more easily than other patterns, and the devel- 
opment djmamics further sustains the ON-center cells with positive c(w) and the OFF-center cells 
with negaiive c(w). 
